Atoma Test and Release
Intelligence Solution

OVERVIEW OF TARIS
Optimising your Core Banking System

Go Live, Stay Live

TARIS, the Atoma Test and Release

TARIS simplifies the process of constructing

Intelligence Solution, makes planning,
implementing and executing test plans
more efficient. Its powerful platform rapidly
delivers the core banking system upgrades
you require.

test plans, by providing users with the ability
to pre-populate plans and test specification
templates. With its powerful analytics
capturing mechanism, TARIS helps its users
reduce the effort and expertise needed to keep
on top of the change, test and release cycle.

TARIS is a cloud-based single solution for
managing, recording, and automating your
testing. From managing change, defining
and deploying releases, recording full
configuration histories, to monitoring
environments and incident intervention,
TARIS simplifies the entire process in an
instant. Atoma’s comprehensive
implementation methodology takes care
of every step, backed by expert technical
support and valuable e-learning tools.

TARIS covers all aspects of the testing, from
System Integration through to complex User
Acceptance Testing and is coordinated by
a detailed online dashboard, which gives
customers a single view of all activity
performed during testing cycles.
The intelligent automation enables testing
and deployment cycles to be delivered at the
push of a button, whilst eliminating the risk
of error.

As a trusted Temenos partner for over
10 years, TARIS interfaces seamlessly
with all core banking solutions, as well
as third party applications, using an
easy single sign-on. Atoma’s cuttingedge technology optimises your core
banking software to enable you to go
live faster – and stay live.
A global technology business, Atoma
is headquartered in Geneva – the
international hub of finance – and
operates a network of offices across
the globe. Atoma’s talented and
experienced teams are there to
support your bespoke needs.

A global technology business, Atoma is
headquartered in Geneva – the international
hub of finance – and operates a network of
offices across the globe. Atoma’s talented
and experienced team are there to support
you at every step of your journey.

UK
London & Edinburgh
teams head up global sales,
marketing & finance, along
with Atoma’s e-learning team,
providing extensive training
materials and tools to help
customers navigate
products and
services

Budapest
Atoma’s development
hub since the company
formed in 2003, leading
fintech innovation
& customer-led
products

Hong Kong
A fairly new addition, we
now have a small team
based in Hong Kong
looking after all our Asia
Pacific clients’ needs.

Geneva
Headquarters & Executive
Leadership team - working
alongside the world’s most
prestigious financial
institutions, drawing on
a wealth of experience across
international banking
and investments

Chennai
Development &
Services, offering round
the clock technical
support for all
of Atoma’s products
& clients

Bolivia
Our team based
in La Paz offers
support to all our
Latin American
clients

Automation & Innovation

Consistency, Quality & Control

To optimise your Temenos core banking
platform, it is essential to run the latest
version, but each upgrade must be
thoroughly tested prior to release.
TARIS offers a versatile suite of useful
features that can be activated for your
bespoke needs. TARIS handles all
aspects of testing from ISB and SIT
through to advanced UAT and is
supported by a comprehensive online
dashboard, providing a single overview
of all activity.

Rigorous Quality Checking
End-to-end quality checks are integral to
the TARIS system. Analytic capabilities filter
changes that do not match pre-defined
technical requirements and immediately
identify any incompatibility with your core
banking platform.

TARIS effortlessly automates all of the
complex and time-consuming tasks
involved in planning and implementing
software tests, and releasing upgrades
into your core banking system. With
TARIS, the process is rapidly and safely
simplified, through the use of
automation technologies.

Tutorial Studio eLearning can be
used on any in-house SCORM
compliant LMS, on Atoma’s cloud
hosting or uploaded to the Temenos
Learning Community engine.

•	Automated production of end user
training material.
•	Lessons based on feature-rich
simulations of the Temenos T24™
Transact environment.
•	Generated from your business case
captures or automated test results.
•	Includes all client specific
customisations & country model
localisations.

Multi-Environment or Special
Automated Deployment
Single changes or full releases can be
automatically deployed into multi-application
banking environments. Such deployments
can target clustered environments, automatically keeping nodes in sync. TARIS
also offers pre-automated actions, where
you can include changes or environment
specific variables, allowing you to automate
special instructions described by the
originator of the change. This allows
you to easily reach 100% of automated
deployments securely, without human
interaction in a segregated manner.
If required, the deployment can be
rolled back for total peace of mind.

Resilience & Security for
Complete Peace of Mind
Full audit, monitoring & searchability
All actions are logged and the
environment history is maintained,
enabling search and reporting for any
IT or security audit requirements.
Monitoring and alerts come as
standard with the TARIS solution.
It also integrates seamlessly with
enterprise level monitoring
frameworks, using standard SNMP
protocol.

Consistent Release Management
Ensure consistency of releases with
sequenced system changes to define
deployment strategy and set up
automated dependency checking.
TARIS in-built advanced release
definitions system covers all real-life
scenarios based on your business, taking
individual changes from daily drops to
weekly, monthly or quarterly releases.
Tutorial Studio & Training Tools
Automate the creation of your user
training by building simulations of your
Temenos solution.
The automated e-Learning Material
can be used on an in-house learning
management system (LMS) or on
Atoma’s secure cloud hosting.
With our UK based e-learning team,
training your users is easy and costeffective.

Pre-populated test plans

Test specification templates

Insightful data analytics

Full audit, monitoring
& searchability
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